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ABSTRACT 

 

Synchronizationin Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is critical due to the requirement of 

coordination between sensor nodes. Also security plays an essential role to avoid attacks on time 

synchronization. This paper deals withsecure synchronization with reduced energy consumption 

and security from different threats like malicious node, pulse delay attack especially 

compromised node.Current synchronization protocols for WSN send separate controlmessages; 

utilize globalpositioning systems (GPSs), static cryptographic mechanisms to provide perfect 

synchronization. Also the existing system fails to address insider threats in WSN.The proposed 

work develops a secureframework for WSN based on the idea of sharing dynamic credential, to 

securely synchronize the events in the network, without the transmission of explicit control 

messages. Also, it aims at providing loose synchronization instead of perfect synchronization and 

addresses the compromised node threats. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The wireless sensor network (WSN) is one of the largest growing technologies in the area of data 

processing and communication networks today. It is an intelligent distributed network system 

which can accord the environment to complete the assigned tasks independently and effectively 

due to the vast potential of sensor networks.They are an attractive means to bridge the gap 

between virtual and physical environment. WSN consists of source and sink nodes which have 

processing capabilities and accommodate various sensors suitable as per application [1].Wireless 

sensor networks are ideal for applications that report detected events of interest,such as military 

surveillance and tracking. 
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Among all open problems, synchronization and security provisioning can be considered as the 

criticalrequirements for many sensor network applications.It is important to provide authentic 

and accurate data to surrounding nodes and to the sink. However, time-synchronization 

techniques are highly exposed to signal manipulation attacks and therefore the solution for 

securing them should be explored. Current synchronization protocols for WSN send separate 

synchronization messages, utilize globalpositioning systems (GPSs), static cryptographic 

mechanisms to provide perfect synchronization. Also, these protocols are designed to maximize 

the energy efficiency disregarding security as one of its goal. Sensor networks are usually 

unguarded after deployment, and their location is untrusted. Protocols must be developed such 

that they should be resilient against false data injected by malicious nodes to the network. 

 

Objective ofthe Paper 
 

The objective of this paper is to developsecure communication framework that provides 

synchronization and security for network applications by building upon the idea of sharing a 

dynamic cryptic credential. As all the networks are resource-limited, designing cost-efficient, 

secure protocols for any networks is a challenging problem. The false injection and 

eavesdropping of messages from an outside malicious node is considered; the security 

mechanisms against such attacks are referred to as dynamic en-route filtering systems. The 

rationale for considering this type of security mechanism is that they are effective methods for 

resource-constrained devices like wireless sensor networks as the malicious data is immediately 

filtered out from the network before propagating too much in the network, hence also help saving 

energy. By exploiting the spatial correlation among the networking behaviors of sensors in close 

proximity, a novel idea of inside attackersare obtained. Also,it achieveshigh detection accuracy 

with a low false alarm rate and scales well to large sensor networks.  

 

RELATED WORKS 

 

Many protocols are available for secure time synchronization. In this section, several related 

works from this domain is discussed. Ganeriwal et al. proposed a suite of time synchronization 

protocols where different pairwise and group synchronization are addressed with protection 

against delay attacks[2]. However, these protocols require the nodes to go through the phase of 

key discovery with their preloaded static keys where each sensors have a fixed number of keys 

loaded either prior to or shortly after deployment. Moreover, the protocols communicate with 

explicit control messages to synchronize the sensor network. It increases the communication 

costs of the network making them infeasible for many applications. In the work by Sun et al., a 

secure time synchronization protocol[3] utilizing GPS devices were proposed. The proposed 

work requires a shared static key [4] between the communicating nodes and assumes that the 

source nodes will be equipped with GPS devices, which is costly due to periodic communication 

to GPS. Also, GPS may not be functional for all sensor applications (e.g., underwater 

medium).Virtual Energy-Based Encryption and Keying (VEBEK) [5] was another 

communication framework for WSN which is based on the idea of sharing a dynamic cryptic 

credential and the residual virtual energy of the sensor was used intelligently as a dynamic 
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cryptic credential.In another work referred as Time-Based Dynamic Keying and En-Route 

Filtering (TICK) protocol [6], nodes utilize the local time available onboard the sensors as the 

shared dynamic cryptic credential. TICK is a dynamic en-route filtering scheme that does not 

exchange explicit control messages for rekeying.TICK is only an en-route filtering mechanism; it 

does not include any synchronization module in its protocol architecture.Secure SOurce-BAsed 

Loose Time Synchronization protocol (SOBAS) [7][8] was another work in this domain which 

can be considered as a derivative of the TICK protocol. SOBAS enhances TICK to include a 

synchronization module in its protocol architecture and new operational modes considering the 

needs of different WSN applications (e.g., Stateless and Stateful operations) were introduced in 

SOBAS to provide flexibility for different networking configurations. Also, the treatment of data 

on multiple paths was explained in SOBAS. SOBAS aims at providing loose synchronization 

instead of perfect synchronization.SOBAS provides an effective technique to securely 

synchronize the data path in the network, without the transmission of explicit control messages 

and filters malicious data from network. It uses the local time value of the node, where data is 

originated, as the dynamic key to encrypt the messages. Then, the receiving nodes on the path to 

the sink use their local time to successfully decode the timing key of the source node and verify 

the security of the packet. Thus, the protocol avoids extra overhead of synchronization messages. 

Eventually, when the sink receives the packet, it will associate each source with an offset value, 

and will be able to order the events reported from the WSN. As time progresses, similar to TICK, 

the subsequent transmissions use different time values as the key to the encryption mechanism, 

which increases the resiliency of the network against adversaries. The main goal is to 

synchronize events at the sink as energy-efficient and precise as possible to reduce the likelihood 

of interception by an adversary. But SOBAS protocol does not consider compromised node 

threat (i.e. inside attackers). 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The primary inspiration of this work stems from Secure Source-Based Loose Time 

Synchronization protocol (SOBAS) for WSNs. This work enhances SOBASby adding an 

additional module that detects inside attackers in its protocol architecture. The aim is to develop 

an advanced SOBAS protocol that provides synchronization as well as detection of inside and 

outside attackers. 
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Fig 1: Protocol architecture 

Protocol Architecture  

 

The four main modules of thispaper are:  

1. Local time-Based Key Derivation (LBKD) module  

2. CRYPT module 

3. Insider Attack Detection (IAD) module. 

4. Filtering and Forwarding (FF) module 

 

The LBKD module is responsible for creation of the keys that will be used by the CRYPT 

module. The CRYPT module addresses the security part of the problem. Finally, the FF module 

filters the incoming decoded packet out of the network if it is classified as a bad packet or 

otherwise forwards it to the upstream nodes. The IAD module detects compromised nodes. 

 

Packet Structure 

 

 
Fig 2: Packet Structure 

 

The node inserts a copy of the ID and local counter value inside the packet. The counter is 

increased each time a packet is sent from the source.It serves as aprotection against replay 

attacks.The ID is used toverify the integrity of the packet. Thepacket structure is illustrated in 

Figure 2. 
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Proposed Work Model Analysis and Assumptions 

 

A homogeneous sensor network with sensors uniformly distributed in the network area is 

considered. The network region is a squared field located in two dimensional Euclidean planes. 

All sensors have the same capabilities and are communicated through bidirectional links. It is 

assumed that sensors in the proximity are burdened with similar workloads, thus nearby sensors 

are expected to behave similarly under normalconditions. An insider attacker is a sensor under 

the adversary control. It has the same network resource as a normal sensor, but the behavior is 

different compared to other sensors. For example, an insider attacker may drop or broadcast 

excessive packets, report false readings that deviate significantly from other readings of 

neighboring sensors, etc. The inside attackers are also called outliers or outlying sensors, while 

sensors working properly are called normal sensors. It is assumed that each sensor works in 

promiscuous mode intermittently and listens on the channel for activities of direct neighbors. 

That is to say, sensor can overhear the message to and from the immediate neighbor. 

The networkis represented as an undirected graph G (V, E) where the set of vertices V represent 

the mobile nodes in the network and E represents set of edges in the graph which represents the 

physical/logical links between the mobile nodes. Sensor nodes are placed at the same level. 

Nodes that can communicate directly with each other are connected by an edge in the graph. Let 

N denote the network of m mobile nodes N1, N2...Nm. Let D denote the collection of n data 

items d1,d2, . . . ,dn distributed in network. For each pair of nodes Ni and Nj, let tij denote the 

delay in transmitting a data item of unit-size between these two nodes. 

 

Description of Modules 

 

1. Local time-Based Key Derivation (LBKD) Module 

 

The Local time-Based Key Derivation module involves the creation of dynamic keys. Compared 

to other dynamic keying mechanisms [9], it does not exchange extra messages to establish keys. 

Nodes compute keys based on local clock. Specifically, the keys are function of the current local 

time (𝑡1) and either an initialization vector (IV) or previous key 𝐾𝑗−1 as,  

𝐾1
𝑡  = F (𝑡1,IV),      𝐾𝑗

𝑡  = F(𝑡1, 𝐾𝑗−1),        F=G(Dif,𝑅𝑒/), 

where G is a function of 𝑅𝑒/  and 𝐷𝑖𝑓 . 𝑅𝑒/ is either encryption or hashing operation while 𝐷𝑖𝑓  is 

the diffuser. The purpose of 𝐷𝑖𝑓  is to diffuse the bits of XOR’ed 𝑡1 and 𝑘𝑗−1 with s-bit left 

circular shift operation before 𝑅𝑒/  as follows: 

𝐷𝑖𝑓  = (𝐾𝑗−1 ⊕ 𝑡1)<<s. 

 

The amount of shift, s, is determined by, 

s= l*n+n       n = 0, 1, .,𝑙𝑜𝑔2Size(K)-1 

 

where K and l denote the desired key size and the size of the timer/counter in bits for the 

microcontroller. In essence, both  𝐷𝑖𝑓  and 𝑅𝑒/  in F are mainly utilized to increase the 

randomness of bits in the key.𝑅𝑒/operationuses RC4128 bit cryptographic technique [10]. 
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2. CRYPT Module 

The CRYPT module addresses the security part. It uses a simple encoding process where it 

obtains the dynamic keyfrom the LBKD module and performs the security service. This module 

also verifies the key received from and if the key received from the LBKD module is not correct 

then a new key is obtained from the LBKD module. The CRYPT module incorporates the RC4 

algorithm into its body as the encryption mechanism. The reason for choosing RC4 is due to its 

proven lightweight computational energy consumption on sensors [11][12].  

 

3. Insider Attack Detection (IAD) Module  

 

In the insider attacker detection scheme, each sensor monitors the networking behavior of 

immediate neighbors, with the inspection conducted regarding multiple aspects of node 

behaviors [13]. In a sparse network, each sensor may also use for reference the monitoring 

results of neighboring nodes, with the data source selected by a trust-based node evaluation 

scheme. Then a neighbor is suspected to be an internal adversary if its behavior is extreme 

compared with those from the same neighborhood. The algorithm for detecting insider attackers 

whose behaviors are abnormal with respect to normal sensors consists of the following four 

phases:  

1. Local data collection. 

2. False data filtering. 

3. Outlier identification. 

4. Obtaining final list of outlying sensors. 

 

Local data collection: Each sensor monitors the networking behaviors of immediate neighbors, 

with the inspection conducted regarding multiple aspects of node behaviors. For example, during 

the process of neighborhood monitoring, sensor can evaluate its immediate neighbor in terms of 

packet dropping and sending rate, forwarding delay time, sensor readings. 

 

False data filtering: After the information collection phase, sensor obtains the data set. This set 

is expected to describe the true activities about the neighborhood. But sometimes this result 

contains indirect monitoring results. For an accurate detection, such false information must be 

filtered as much as possible, which can be accomplished through Trust-Based Information 

Filtering Protocol [13] [14]. Based on the direct neighborhood monitoring, sensor assigns a trust 

value to each neighbor.The trustvalue is in the range [0, 1], where a value closer to1 indicates a 

higher probability that the sensor is normal. 

 

Outlier identification: Sensor detects if any outliers exist by studying the data set. The detection 

is conducted by computing the distance between each sensor to the center of data set. 

Mahalanobis distance is used in identifying outliers. Sensor is determined as an outlier if 

the distance is larger than a predefined threshold.After calculating the Mahalanobis distance for 

each neighbor, sensor should produce a list of suspicious neighbors. For this purpose, one option 

is to simply select k nodes with the largest Mahalanobis distances. 
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Obtaining final list of outlying sensors:Now sensor obtains a set of suspicious nodes. These sets 

can be combined through the majority vote to reach the final decision regarding whether or not a 

sensor is outlying. To begin, each sensor will announce all identified outlying neighbors. At the 

same time, sensor will receive announcements from others and should make records of all the 

votes regarding to its neighbors. Such a decision can be combined with the routing protocol to 

select a reliable next hop forwarder. 

 

Technique used:Localized algorithm 

 

4. Filtering and Forwarding (FF) Module  

 

This module handles the process of sending or receiving of encoded packets along the path to the 

sink. The FF module filters the incoming packet if it is classified as a bad packet by the CRYPT 

module or otherwise forwards it to the upstream nodes. This module is also responsible for the 

synchronization process of the forwarder node. The sink also goes through the same intelligent 

key-finding procedure as forwarder nodes.  

 

Algorithm: 

1. If packet has been classified as bad packet then 

2. Filter the incoming packet. 

3. Else 

4. Accept the packet. 

5. Calculate the time offset value 

Δ𝑖  = 𝑡𝑟 − (𝑡𝑖 +  Θ)  

𝑡𝑟  = real clock 

𝑡𝑖= local time 

h=hop length 

Δ𝑖  = Time offset value 

6. Using Δ values, properly order the events. 

7. End if 

Decryption Using Concept of Tick Window𝑇𝑤 :The tick window 𝑇𝑤  is available for the receiver 

node to choose from to decrypt the received packets which has upper and lower boundary values. 

The 𝑇𝑤  value is basically a function of the tick value(𝜙). The efficiency of the protocol depends 

on the size of this window because the larger the size of Tw, more time it takes for a receiver to 

find the key. 
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Fig 3: Simulation showing detection of compromised node. 

 

Assuming that the sensor application sends its data periodically at certain time intervals to the 

sink, 𝑇𝑤  is computed as, 

𝑇𝑤 =  (
 𝜆+𝜌+𝜏+𝜑+휀 ∗𝛿

3600∗24∗𝜙
) 

where 𝜏 is the transmission time of one packet, 𝜏 = 
𝑙

𝑅
 with l and R being packet length and rate of 

the WSN link, respectively; 𝜌 is the propagation delay, 𝜌 = 
𝑥

𝑐
 with x and c being distance 

between the sensors and the speed of light in the medium, respectively; 𝜆 is the average period of 

data in between sensed reports sent from a sensor 𝜑 is the packet processing time 휀 is the 

physical transmission error;  𝛿is the daily value of the drift per sensor given a deployment area 

and 𝜙  is the desired tick value. 

 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

 

Current synchronization protocols for WSN send separate synchronization messages; utilize 

global positioning systems (GPSs), static cryptographic mechanisms to provide perfect 

synchronization. Also the existing systems fail to address insider threats in WSN.In the proposed 

system, energy efficient loose synchronization mechanism is developed where malicious data is 

filtered dynamically. Compared to the existing system, the proposed system effectively detects 

the insider attackers and provides effective synchronization as shown in Figure 3. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, efficient and secure communicationframeworks have been developed for WSN 

applications.Motivated by the downsides of current en-route-filtering schemes, building upon 

theconcept of sharing dynamic cryptic credentials, security tosensor-based applications was 

addressed using a newapproach. Current approaches send separate synchronization messages and 

utilize reference points, GPSs, or static pairwise key-based mechanisms in order to provide 

perfect synchronization. In this work it relaxed the perfect synchronization condition for WSNs 

and tackled the secure time synchronization problem from a completely different perspective. 

Thus, itprovides secure synchronization and an effective dynamic filtering mechanism, where 

malicious data is filtered from the network. In addition to that, the insider attacks in the wireless 
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sensor networks are detected. There are a number of directions that are worth studying in the 

future.  

The future work includes studying further opportunities for increasing the clock precision by 

investigating unused key-trial attempts at a node. The proposed work can be extended to Cyber-

Physical Systems-oriented applications and unbundling of security services for other resource-

limited devices. 
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